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Bury Me
Dresden

Bury Me By Dresden (Be-Easy)
*warning* this is my first tab, some of it still sounds a little off 
     (i.e. I figured out the basic chords and it sounds close enough but 
       they are likely using modified chords for some of them)

Intro (B G#m C#m)
Verse I
B                 G#m
you found me here
        Cm                 B
buried beneath my bitter heart
                             G#m                C#m     B
it was so simple for me to keep you on the outside
                                        G#m
so i let you stay there to tell me the view
           C#m          B
from the dark
                                    G#m
the dark has always told me how to act
          C#m           B
from the start

loop intro

Verse II
B                                      G#m
dont shut me out my blood is running colder
        C#m     B
this year
                                        G#m
and i saved it all in a shot glass for you
     C#m        B
for you
                                G#m
I m growing tired of this run around 
                C#m     B
I m running through
                                G#m
don t let me down, I let you down
        C#m
I let you down

pre-chorus (B F# G#m F#)

Chorus I



B               F#              G#m
you blocked me out and now I m done
            F#                  B
I m underground I cant see the sun
                F#              G#m     F#
I guess this is all that I can do

Verse III
B                                      G#m
we got back home from school spend some time
  C#m   B      
apart
                                G#m
some time to grow, some time to grow
 C#m    B
apart
                                G#m     C#m     B
I tried my hardest to get some rest
                                G#m     C#m
eyes wide open from what you said

Chorus II
B              F#              G#m
you blocked me out and now I m done
            F#                  B
I m underground I cant see the sun
                F#              G#m     F#
I guess this is all that I can do
B      F#                 G#m
so bury me where I m underground
                F#                        B
along with the other poor souls that you found
                F#              G#m     F#
I guess this is all that I can do

(X2)

Thank you for reading my tab, hope this helps, 
feel free to comment any Suggestions, corrections, additions or simply comments
I hope to update this tab soon with the lead which i am still working out 
    (the intro lead and the for front lead for the chorus(and pre) seem to be
all on the B string)

Thanks CC


